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ABSTRACT: Two isotactic polypropylene samples were investigated to
study the influence of molecular weight on the crystallization and meting
behaviors via temperature- dependent small-angle X-ray scattering techniques.
In a phase diagram of inverse lamellar thickness and temperature, the
crystallization and melting behaviors can be described by two linear
dependencies of different slopes and different limiting temperatures at infinite
crystalline lamellar thickness. The slope of the crystallization line depends on
the surface free energy of the just formed native crystallites, whereas that of
the melting line is linked to the surface free energy of stabilized ones. The two
polypropylene samples showed different crystallization lines and melting lines, indicating strong changes in surface free energies
of the native as well as stabilized crystallites. Such changes are consequences of changes in molecular conformation during
crystallization for samples with different molecular weights. Indeed, the low molecular weight sample crystallizes extensively into
an extended-chain conformation, whereas the high molecular weight one ends up with normal folded-chain crystallites.

Different from small molecular or oligomer systems,
crystallization of polymers from their molten state

normally yields stacked lamellar crystallites separated by
entangled amorphous phase. The thickness of the resulting
lamellar crystallites is usually much smaller than the
corresponding radius of gyration of the polymer chain.
Therefore, to understand crystallization behavior of polymers,
it is essential to consider differences and similarities between
small molecules and polymers during crystallization. Indeed,
such studies exist that molecular weight had been an important
parameter in considering crystallization of polymers. In general,
typical investigations were conducted in polymers of poly-
ethylene (PE),1−3 isotactic polypropylene (iPP),4,5 polybutene-
1 (PB-1),6−9 as well as poly(tetramethyl-p-silphenylene)-
siloxane,10 and so on. These discoveries had proved that
different morphologies of chains in crystallites were presented
as varying the molecular weight, for example, both of PE1,3 and
PB-1,7 chains existed as the state either of folded-chain or of
extended-chain in crystallites. And then, the surface free energy
of crystallites σe, which is associated with the molecular weight,
could be affected by the state of chains in crystallites. According
to the experiments completed by Mandelkern et al.,1,3 σe
increased with increasing of molecular weight in PE. This
finding was interpreted as the fact that extended-chain
crystallites were formed in the lower molecular weight samples
while crystallites with folded-chain were more preferable to be
produced as molecular weight increased. It is apparent that the
interfacial region is much less crowed and distorted in lower
molecular weight PE exhibiting extended-chain crystallites,
whereas a crowded and packed in a distorted surface region is
expected in the higher molecular weight PE samples due to
their folded-chain crystallites nature.3 Therefore, with further
lateral growth more chains can be brought into this surface

region in higher molecular weight PE, and thus, a higher σe was
expected in order to promote crystalline growth.3

Meanwhile, the dependency of molecular weight on the
melting behavior also revealed some unexpected results. Such
as the findings in iPP, Yamada et al.5 declared a contrary
conclusion described as the surface free energy decreased with
increased molecular weight due to the influence of chain ends.
They illustrated that the lower molecular weight sample owned
much more chain ends leading to a higher surface free energy.
Besides, the same tendency of surface free energy variation with
molecular weight in iPP was also pointed out by Cheng.4 For
the first sight, it seems contradictory that opposite relationships
between surface free energy of crystalline lamellae and the
molecular weight were given in different systems. However, for
a further consideration, these disagreements could be
reasonably resolved by a crystallization theory recently
proposed by Strobl11,12 that the crystallization and melting in
polymers are not reversible processes. A diagram of
crystallization and melting lines expressed by the crystallization
temperature Tc and the melting point Tm to the reverse
crystalline thicknesses dc

−1 were depicted in separate lines.
Hence, the surface free energies referred to native crystallites in
the crystallization process and stable crystallites in melting
procedure11 may be different. Based on these results, further
experiments by using two iPPs of very different molecular
weights to explore the effect of molecular weight on the
crystallization and melting processes via time- and temperature-
dependent small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC) techniques were implemented in
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the current work. The two samples with different molecular
weights exhibited two separate crystallization lines and melting
lines with an opposite tendency of changes in the slope of the
lines as a function of molecular weight, indicating different
molecular weight dependencies of surface free energy in native
and stabilized crystallites in iPP.
Figure 1 registered the DSC melting curves of the two iPP

samples after isothermal crystallization at settled temperatures.

Considering the melting behaviors can be affected by heating
rate, annealing temperature, time, and so on,13 for minimizing
the difference of melting behavior measured by DSC and SAXS
techniques, the crystallization time for iPP samples used in
DSC measurements was extended significantly to allow
completion of crystalline perfection process. As it turned out,
the iPP1 with lower molecular weight of 12000 g/mol showed
two melting peaks when the crystallization temperature was
below 130 °C. The higher melting peak can be apparently
assigned to the melting of recrystallized crystallites during
heating on account of its constant location, regardless of the
crystallization temperature Tc.

14 With the increase of Tc, the
recrystallziation process was suppressed, and therefore, only
one melting peak was presented. This could be ascribed to the
facts of a higher stability of the initial crystallites produced at
higher Tc and less time left for recrystallization.14 The
performance of the iPP2 with higher molecular weight of
340000 g/mol was different showing evidence of melting

directly without recrystallization during heating for samples
crystallized at all temperatures. Obviously, the melting
temperature for the two iPPs crystallized at same temperatures
was different. It can thus be estimated that the molecular weight
has an influence on the melting process.
In order to establish relationships between crystallization and

melting temperatures and crystalline lamellar thickness, we
performed in situ SAXS experiments during heating process of
isothermally crystallized samples of both iPPs. Figure 2 presents

selected one-dimensional SAXS profiles and their correspond-
ing correlation function curves for iPP1 isothermally crystal-
lized at different temperatures. During the whole crystallization
and melting processes, only α crystalline modification develops
in the current experimental Tc range, which is also evidenced by
the absence of β phase melting peak around 155 °C15 in Figure
1, ensuring the suitability of using the correlation function
approach to derive the thicknesses of amorphous layers (da),
the long spacing (dac), and crystalline lamellae (dc). Attributing
to the weight crystallinities of both iPPs measured by DSC
being more than 50% at any Tc, the method of calculating the
da, dac, and dc = dac − da was defined as shown in the inset of
Figure 2.16 The evolution of the three parameters of both iPP1
and iPP2 all increased with elevating the Tc, such general

Figure 1. DSC melting curves of iPP1 (top) and iPP2 (bottom)
measured after isothermal crystallization at the indicated temperatures
in the plots (heating rate: 10 K/min).

Figure 2. Selected one-dimensional scattering intensity distribution
profiles (top) and the corresponding correlation function curves
(bottom) of isothermally crystallized iPP1 at different temperatures.
The inset presents the method of determining the thicknesses of
amorphous layers, the long spacing, and crystalline lamellae.
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properties have been often observed and reported on.17−19

According to the results derived from the correlation function
curves, a diagram of the Tc and temperature T during
subsequent heating process versus the dc

−1 is given in Figure
3. The main melting points derived from DSC curves in Figure

1 were also included. For iPP2, the DSC melting points agree
very well with the ones determined by SAXS, whereas for iPP1
a systematic deviation was found that the DSC melting points
are always higher than the SAXS ones. Such deviation might be
caused by the influence of melting and recrystallization process
during heating as the SAXS results showed that structural
rearrangement occurred as soon as heating started.12

Clearly, the resultant linear dependencies of inversed lamellar
thickness on crystallization temperature and melting temper-
ature (i.e., crystallization line and melting line) confirm the
recently developed multistage model for polymer crystallization
by Strobl. Formation of final stabilized crystalline lamellae of
polymers from molten state has been considered to proceed via
several intermediate states.11 The first step is always a creation
of a mesomorphic phase that spontaneously thickens up to a
critical thickness where it solidifies into a native crystalline
block. The native crystalline blocks then merge together
forming finally crystalline lamellae via stabilization process.
Melting of the crystalline lamellae, however, goes via a direct
route to an amorphous phase. In some cases, transition
between stabilized crystalline phase to mesomorphic one can
occur. The thus produced mesomorphic phase can sponta-
neously be transferred into stable crystalline phase of larger

thickness and higher stability. The process continues until a
final melting is reached. Such process is known as a melting and
recrystallization process during heating and is described by a
recrystallization line in the above-mentioned phase diagram.11

Support of such a view of polymer crystallization can be found
directly from the phase diagram. First of all, the crystallization
line does not overlap with the melting line indicating a
nonreversible character of the processes. Second, the
crystallization line is controlled by a limiting temperature for
infinite lamellar thickness much higher than the one controlling
the melting line. Thus, an introduction of the mesomorphic
phase is mandatory. Therefore, the crystallization line,
recrystallization line, and melting line in the multiage
crystallization model can be described by three characteristic
formulas:11
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and the melting line:
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where ΔHcm and ΔHca are the heats of transition from the
mesomorphic phase to a crystalline phase and of the transition
from the crystalline phase to the melt, Δz is the stem length
increment per structural unit, and σacn, σacs, and σam denote the
surface free energy of the native crystal layer, the stable crystal
layer, and the mesomorphic layer, respectively.
With the help of above-mentioned laws, the different

crystallization and melting behaviors presented in Figure 3
can be understood. In spite of giving two separated
crystallization and melting lines between iPP1 and iPP2, they
still shared the same equilibrium crystallization temperature Tmc

∞

and equilibrium melting temperature Tac
∞, and the differences

exist only in the slope of their lines. According to eqs 1 and 2, it
is clear that the cause of difference in slopes could be linked to
the surface free energy since the other parameters remain
unchanged. Apparently, the surface free energy difference of
native crystallites and mesomorphic phase σacn − σam increased
with increasing molecular weight, whereas the surface free
energy of stabilized crystallites σacs gave an opposite tendency
being decreased with the increasing of molecular weight.
To understand the molecular weight dependencies of the

surface free energies of native and stabilized crystallites in the
iPP samples, a concept related to the morphology of chains in
crystalline phase should be provided. The radius of gyration Rg
of the chains in the melt is one evaluation for assuming the
morphology of chains.7 Commonly, if the lamellar crystalline
thickness dc is smaller than Rg, the chains in crystallites exist as
folded-chain state. But if dc is larger than Rg, chains must be
disentangled to certain extend leading to the formation of
“extended-chain” crystals. Indeed, a change in the crystallization
mechanism from folded-chain to extended-chain crystals has
been observed in the different molecular weight PB-1s7 and
PEs.1 Hence, we could use the same concept to explore the

Figure 3. Relations between the dc
−1 and the Tc (crystallization lines),

and Tm (melting line) of iPP1 and iPP2, and of two iPP samples
during heating scans subsequent to isothermal crystallization at the
indicated temperature Tc as derived from the temperature-dependent
SAXS experiments.
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chain morphology of the two iPPs. In the polymer melt Rg is
obtained as follows:7

=R
R
6g

2 0
2

(4)

and R0 can be calculated via the characteristic ratio C∞ as

= ∞R C a N0
2

b
2

(5)

where ab
2 represents for the sum of the squares of the lengths of

the backbone bonds of one monomer unit, and N is the degree
of polymerization. In iPP, the values of C∞ and ab

2 are 5.8 and
4.74 × 10−2 nm2, correspondingly.18 And then by using the
equations of 4 and 5, the values computed for Rg and dc at
different crystallization temperatures were summarized in Table
1.

As it appeared, the iPP1 possessed the values of dc much
larger than Rg, while the iPP2 displayed the results of dc smaller
than Rg at all Tcs. The findings clearly indicate that the iPP1
developed native crystallites with extended-chain but the iPP2
formed native crystallites with folded-chain. It is aforemen-
tioned that the polymer with folded-chain crystallites has a
crowed and disordered surface region resulting in a higher
surface free energy.3 The iPP1 evidently ends the crystalline
thickness close to the extended chain length, while the
crystalline thickness in iPP2 is much smaller than the extended
chain length. As a consequence, a lower surface free energy
occurred in iPP1 resulting in a crystallization line for iPP1 with
a smaller slope.
For the melting process, the surface free energy of stable

crystallites showed a different response to the molecular weight
compared to the surface free energy of native crystallite. Indeed,
it has been reported that the surface free energy σe obtained
from the Gibbs−Thomson equation slightly reduces with the
increase of molecular weight in iPP attributing to the change in
number of chain ends on the lamellar surfaces.5 Clearly,
crystallites in iPP1 possess much more chain ends than that of
iPP2 due to their extended-chain crystalline nature. During the
heating process, the mobility devoted by chain ends in iPP1 was
evidently more intensive than the one contributed by a large
content of entanglement chains21 in iPP2, leading to a higher
surface free energy of stable crystallites in iPP1 than the one in
iPP2. Hence, the melting line of iPP1 exhibited larger slope
than the one of iPP2. One important aspect should be referred
to is that the isotacticity can also influence the surface free
energy and thus the melting behavior.22 However, the two iPPs
have the same isotacticity of 86% according to the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) results. Consequently, the effect of
isotacticity was not in consideration in current case.
Here, one may notice the change of molecular weight

dependency of surface free energy in iPP from the
crystallization process to the melting course, such results
agree with the crystallization model proposed by Strobl.11 As
the crystallization and melting processes proceed via different
routes, the surface free energies in the two processes were
controlled by different factors. Another feature of Figure 3

should be mentioned is the observed recrystallization process in
iPP1 but not in iPP2. The intersection point of the melting line
and the recrystallization line at a certain temperature and a
certain value of the dc

−1 marks the end of the recrystallization
behavior, which is defined as Xs.

14 Above Xs the crystallites melt
directly without changing their thickness. According to eq 2,
which describes the recrystallization behavior, one expects a
much smaller slope of the recrystallization line for iPP2 as the
surface free energy of its stabilized crystallites is smaller than
that of iPP1. Clearly, such recrystallization line would intersect
with the melting line of iPP2 at a position of lamellar thickness
smaller than observed here. The apparent discrepancy of
recrystallization process in two iPPs can be associated with the
crystallites stability. In iPP1, thin lamellae with lower stability
can only be stabilized through growing thicker during heating
via a melting and recrystallization process.13 On the other hand,
in iPP2, the much thicker lamellae possess much higher
stabilities that are stable during heating.12 Such thicker
crystallites can be melted at higher temperature,12,13 and
accordingly, the recrystallization process would be suppressed.
In summary, the dependency of the molecular weight on the

crystallization and melting behaviors were observed in the
system of two iPPs. Differences in crystallization and melting
processes for samples with different molecular weights can be
understood as a consequence of changing in surface free
energies of native and stabilized crystallites due to molecular
weight. For native crystallites, the surface free energy increases
with the increasing of molecular weight resulting in thicker
crystalline lamellae for samples of higher molecular weight.
During melting process, the surface free energy of stable
crystallites decreases with the increasing of molecular weight.
The phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that much more
chain ends exist on the lamellar surfaces of low molecular
weight sample.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Two iPPs were purchased from Aldrich Polymer Products, being the
iPP1 with a lower molecular weight of Mw = 12000 g/mol and a
polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of 2.4, and the iPP2 with a higher molecular
weight of Mw = 340000 g/mol and a polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of 3.5.
The isotacticity of both samples is 86%, as was determined by 13C
NMR measurements of their 1,2-dichlorobenzene-d4 solutions at 125
°C. The pellets were molded in a hot press at 200 °C, developing films
of 0.5 mm in thickness, and then rapidly transferred into a vacuum
oven for isothermal crystallization at selected crystallization temper-
atures for time long enough (more than 12 h) to complete the
crystallization. DSC measurements were carried out with a DSC1 Stare

System (Mettler Toledo Swiss) under N2 atmosphere under a heating
rate of 10 K/min. The samples for DSC measurements were
isothermally crystallized for an extend time to account for the thermal
annealing effect occurred during SAXS measurements. The ideal values
of heat of fusion for 100% crystallinity of ΔHid = 207 J g−1 for iPP20

was chosen to calculate the weight crystallinity. SAXS experiments
were conducted with a modified Xeuss system of Xenocs, France at a
sample-to-detector distance of 1063 or of 2450 mm. A multilayer
focused Cu Kα X-ray source (GeniX3D Cu ULD, Xenocs SA, France,
λ = 0.154 nm) and scatterless collimating slits were used during the
experiments. SAXS images were recorded with a Pilatus 100 K
detector of Dectris, Swiss. In situ SAXS measurements were performed
during heating up the iPP1 and iPP2 samples from their isothermal
crystallization temperatures to the molten state at a heating rate of
0.03 K/min. Each SAXS pattern was collected within 30 min which
was then background corrected and normalized using the standard
procedure.

Table 1. Radius of Gyration Rg Values of Two iPP Samples

name
Mw (kg/
mol) C∞ ab

2 (nm2)
Rg

(nm)
dc (nm; 100−135

°C)

iPP1 12 5.8 4.74 × 10−2 3.6 7.6−11.3
iPP2 340 5.8 4.74 × 10−2 19.3 12.3−18.6
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